The potential of the internet as a medium to encourage and discourage youth tobacco use
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The internet is fast becoming a new battleground between tobacco control advocates and pro-tobacco forces, and this new media will certainly have a greater impact on tobacco use behaviour in the future. This paper reviews how the internet can encourage youth smoking by providing youth access to tobacco products and offering content that glamorises smoking lifestyle and culture, particularly in hundreds of websites and chat rooms. These sites feature pictures of celebrity smokers, provide information about smoking in movies, and provide smoking advice to teen smokers. In contrast, youth smoking is discouraged on online grassroots advocacy and countermarketing websites. Although these strategies show promise, more research is needed to evaluate their impact. Recommendations are made for future research to study pro-smoking internet content and ways to counteract it, as well as to monitor the online activities of the tobacco companies. Finally, some of the challenges in addressing tobacco related internet content are discussed.

The explosive growth of the internet has created unprecedented opportunities and challenges for the field of tobacco control research and practice. As of September 2001, 143 million Americans (about 54% of the US population) were using the internet. This is a substantial increase from 116.5 million Americans online in August 2000 and 84.6 million online in December 1998.

Today’s young people have been called the first “Net generation” or “Digital generation,” given their fondness for new information technologies and the internet. In fact, by age 10, young people are more likely to use the internet than adults at any age beyond 25. Nearly two thirds (65.4%) of 10–13 year olds and more than three quarters (75.6%) of 14–17 year olds use the internet. In 2001, households with a school age child were more likely to have internet access (62.2%) than were households without a school age child (53.2%). Over 95% of US schools are now linked to the internet and 89% of US schools have high speed access.

In the USA, children and teenagers use the internet primarily for schoolwork, communication, and entertainment. Among all 10–13 year olds, a very high percentage (76.6%) used the internet for schoolwork. Other popular activities were playing games (64.7%), emailing (63.8%), listening to radio/watching movies (17.9%), and visiting chat rooms (16.0%). Among all 14–17 year olds, 86.1% used the internet for schoolwork, followed by email (82.1%), playing games (61.0%), visiting chat rooms (34.2%), and listening to radio/watching movies (26.9%).

Although the impact of the internet on tobacco use behaviour among youth has probably been modest thus far, this form of new media will certainly have a greater impact in the future. The internet has potential as a medium for encouraging youth smoking as well as discouraging youth smoking. Neither potential has been fully realised, and the future will dictate which use has greater impact. In the tobacco industry trade journal Tobacco Reporter an article entitled “Tobacco on the web” made this observation:

“For the cigarette industry, the internet has been something of a two-edged sword. On the one hand, it has provided companies with the ability to create a window to the world that publicizes their products and generates new business. On the other, it has provided a vehicle for anti-tobacco groups to organize a concerted effort to restrict or even prevent the use of tobacco.” (page 64)

The internet is fast becoming a new battleground between tobacco control advocates and tobacco companies and other pro-tobacco forces. The internet may influence youth tobacco use because it provides potential access to tobacco products as well as a venue that may stimulate demand for them through advertising and promotional messages. For these reasons, it is functionally similar to a retail outlet that sells tobacco products and also features ubiquitous tobacco advertising and pro-smoking messages.

On the prevention side, tobacco control activists have begun to harness the power of the internet to discourage smoking through grassroots mobilisation and countermarketing efforts. This paper examines the potential of the internet to promote smoking through providing youth access to tobacco products and offering content that glamorises smoking lifestyle and culture. Then it addresses how tobacco control advocates have used the internet to discourage smoking, and some of the challenges and opportunities in addressing smoking related internet content. In a separate paper in this volume, Mermelstein has addressed the issue of how the internet can be used to deliver tobacco use cessation interventions for youth.

YOUTH ACCESS TO TOBACCO ON THE INTERNET

The emergence of websites selling tobacco products has created several policy challenges for government and public health officials, including
growing concern that internet vendors might be selling tobacco products to minors.\textsuperscript{5,6} This section documents the growth in the number of internet cigarette vendors, examines whether they sell cigarettes to minors, reviews survey data on whether youth are buying cigarettes online, and concludes with recommendations for limiting youth access to tobacco products on the internet.

**Internet tobacco vendors**

The Center for Media Education (CME) issued a report in 1997 that examined websites advertising and selling alcohol and tobacco products.\textsuperscript{7} Relying on search engines, links offered from other websites, and trade publication articles, the CME identified 13 internet vendors that sold cigarettes. Three years later, a study by Ribisl and colleagues\textsuperscript{8} estimated the number and geographic location of websites selling cigarettes in the USA, and examined their sales and marketing practices. Comprehensive internet based searches were conducted between November 1999 and January 2000 using four keyword terms (cheap cigarette, discount cigarette, mail order cigarette, tax-free cigarette) and five popular internet search engines (www.altavista.com, www.excite.com, www.go.com, www.lycos.com, www.yahoo.com), supplemented by sites listed on a directory of internet cigarette vendors that was mentioned in a magazine article.\textsuperscript{9} Over 1800 sites were examined to identify 88 internet cigarette vendors operating in the USA. Internet cigarette vendors were located in 23 states, and 49 of the 88 sites were located on Indian reservations. A follow up study in January 2002 using a similar methodology by the same team identified 195 internet cigarette vendors in the USA. Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of these internet vendors. Similar to the January 2000 study, the majority of internet vendors were located in New York State. Nearly all of the New York vendors were located in the western part of the state on Indian reservations.

Several reasons may explain the more than doubling of the number of internet cigarette vendors over the past two years. First, a greater proportion of the US population now has internet access; over two million Americans become new internet users each month.\textsuperscript{9} Second, higher cigarette prices due to increased state excise taxes has fueled demand for cheaper cigarettes online.\textsuperscript{10,11} Finally, as more Americans (and smokers) become comfortable with purchasing products online, the number of e-commerce sites is likely to continue growing.

Similar to the way that many retail outlets sell different types of tobacco products, the study of 88 websites that sold cigarettes found that they also sold other tobacco products, such as cigars (42.0% of sites), smokeless tobacco (38.6%), clove cigarettes (18.2%), and bidis (8.0%).\textsuperscript{7} There is only one study that has examined the sales practices of internet cigar vendors. Malone and colleagues\textsuperscript{12} identified 108 vendors out of a larger sample of 141 cigar marketing websites in early 1998. The authors identified these sites by examining the links listed on two popular cigar website portals that were found on www.excite.com using the search string “cigar links”. A follow up study to monitor changes in the number of cigar vendors and their sales practices appears warranted. In addition, studies should also be undertaken to monitor online marketing and sales of novel tobacco products (for example, bidis and kretek) and potentially reduced exposure products (for example, RJ Reynold’s Eclipse, Vector Tobacco’s Omni, and Star Scientific’s Ariva).

**Sales practices of internet tobacco vendors**

Internet cigarette and cigar vendors do not appear to be taking adequate precautions to prevent tobacco sales to minors. The 1997 report by CME concluded that few internet vendors asked for the buyer’s age, and those that did had no mechanism to verify the buyer’s reported age.\textsuperscript{5} A more recent study found that although 82% of websites selling cigarettes featured warnings that the buyer must be at least 18 years or older to purchase cigarettes, effective age verification procedures were practically non-existent.\textsuperscript{8} The most common age verification procedure was self reporting of age, such as providing a check box for consumers to certify that they were of legal age (48.9%) or asking the buyer to type in their birth date (14.8%). Only 6.8% of online vendors stated that they required photographic age verification at delivery, which is already the prevailing standard at retail outlets.\textsuperscript{7} The majority (68.2%) of internet cigarette vendors allowed non-credit card payment methods, such as money orders or cashier’s cheques, which make them potentially accessible to youth.\textsuperscript{5} A study of internet cigar vendors found that only 36 of 108 sites featured age warnings, and 35 featured non-credit payment methods.\textsuperscript{12} Thus, many internet tobacco vendors appear to have lax age verification procedures and allow payment methods readily available to youth.

Figures 2 and 3 show the website home pages of two internet cigarette vendors. Although the name Barbi’s Butts (http://barbisbutts.com) sounds like it might contain some sexually related content, it is actually an internet vendor located on the Seneca Indian Reservation in Kill Buck, New York. This site features a warning in a small font at the very bottom of the home page that mentions “We require proof of age to protect our nations [sic] youth. You must be at least 18 years of age to purchase from this web site.” They note that first time orders must be accompanied by a copy of a valid driver’s license. Similarly, DJ’s Smoke Shop (http://www.djsmokeshop.com) is located on the Seneca Indian reservation. DJ’s requires buyers to be at least 21 years of age and asks them to either mail a photocopy of their driver’s licence or to email them a scanned copy. By requiring photographic identification, these two vendors have more stringent precautions to prevent sales to minors than the vast majority of internet cigarette vendors.

However, the results of a purchase survey, which is described in the next section of this paper, reveal that even though many internet vendors claim they require proof of age before the sale, several internet vendors sold cigarettes without identification. This suggests that advertised sales practices are not always followed in practice.

It should also be noted that the web page for DJ’s Smoke Shop mentioned that their cigarettes are sold without paying state excise taxes because they are on tribal land (that portion of the website was not viewable in the screen capture shown in fig 3). Tax-free cigarettes can be sold at substantially cheaper prices than those sold at stores in places with higher state cigarette excise taxes. They also mention that their sovereign status means that they do not need to abide by the Jenkins Act,\textsuperscript{13} a federal law that requires all out-of-state sales...
to be reported for tax purposes to the state revenue department where the buyer is located. The lack of Jenkins Act reporting undermines states' ability to monitor sales and to collect revenue from the buyers. A recent General Accounting Office Report found that most internet cigarette vendors are ignoring the Jenkins Act and concluded that tribal sellers are still obligated to abide by the provisions of the Jenkins Act. Relatively little is known about the extent of tax evasion owing to internet cigarette sales. One study found that there was not substantial tax evasion due to internet sales in California after the 50 cents tax increase (Proposition 10) that occurred in 1999. It will be important to replicate this study now that several factors have changed over the past three years: a large growth in the number of individuals using the internet, an increased number of internet vendors, and the fact that nearly half of the states in the USA have increased their state excise tax since 1999. Tax evasion from internet cigarette vendors is a serious issue because it has the potential to undermine the impact of higher cigarette prices on reduced consumption of tobacco products from both youth and adults. Moreover, states are losing valuable revenue.

Given the lax age verification standards of most internet vendors, youth could potentially order cigarettes from many of these sites by lying about their age and paying for the cigarettes with a certified cheque or money order available at most convenience stores without identification or proof of age. Additionally, teens with credit cards or debit cards with Visa/MasterCard symbols could purchase from nearly all of the sites. One survey of 13–19 year olds found that the most common payment methods for online shopping were by parent’s credit card, followed by cheque, money order, the teen’s own credit card, and cash on delivery (COD). Although few teens have their own credit cards, there is a growing market for providing alternative payment methods for teens such as

Figure 2  Home page of Barbi’s Butt’s tax free cigarettes and smokeless tobacco.

Figure 3  Home page of DJ’s Smoke Shop discount priced cigars and cigarettes.
Visabuxx and Rocket Cash, which function in the same manner as credit cards. Thus, it is unlikely that requiring payment solely by credit card will effectively deter youth attempting to buy online.

**Will internet vendors sell to children?**

Although the advertised age verification procedures of internet vendors do not seem to be adequate to prevent tobacco sales to minors, these assumptions need to be tested empirically. There is ample anecdotal evidence that internet cigarette vendors sell to children, and there is one unpublished empirical study yielding the same conclusion.

According to several media reports, minors working with attorneys general in Massachusetts, Michigan, Oregon, Utah, and Washington have been successful in purchasing cigarettes from internet vendors. Children as young as 8 years old were able to purchase cigarettes and bidis (candy flavoured cigarettes from India) from internet vendors. Although these anecdotal media reports strongly suggest that youth will find easy access to tobacco via the internet, these purchases have been made from a small number of internet vendors (that is, from five and eight vendors in a couple of states), and have not employed a standardised protocol. In some instances the credit card belonged to adult member of the attorney's staff and the internet vendors publicly defended themselves by claiming that the credit card was validated against a database of adult credit card holders.

Ribisl and colleagues conducted a youth tobacco purchase survey via the internet with four youth aged 11–13. Youth paid with either a money order or with a prepaid Visa card, depending on the payment method accepted by the internet vendor. The minimum age for the credit card was 13, and real ages of the three 13–15 year olds were given on the credit card application. (One youth aged 11 did not qualify and had to use a parent's credit card.) The leading brand among youth, Marlboro, was ordered when it was available; if Marlboro was not available, youth ordered the cheapest brand on the website. In nine instances, proof of age was required by the vendor, and it was not submitted to test whether the internet vendor would sell without it. Youth in this study successfully received cigarettes in 76 of the 83 purchase attempts (91.6% overall sales rate). Successful purchases occurred in 32 of 36 (88.9%) money order purchase attempts and 44 of 47 (93.6%) credit card purchase attempts. Four sales were refused because of lack of age identification, and five were sent anyway even though the vendor stated that ID was required. The remaining three orders were never delivered. Over 85% of the deliveries were left at the door without any age verification of the recipient. Altogether, youth received 1650 packs of cigarettes from these internet vendors. This study clearly suggests that youth who use money orders or prepaid credit cards would be able to purchase cigarettes from the majority of internet vendors. A key issue, however, is whether youth have turned to the internet to purchase cigarettes.

**Are kids buying cigarettes from internet vendors?**

Over 47% of American internet users have purchased something online, including 39% of 13–19 year olds. Teens and young adults spend more money online than do adults. Several studies have asked youth about their sources of cigarettes and whether they purchased them via the internet. In the 2001 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse, 3.3% of youth aged 12–17 reported purchasing cigarettes from the internet in the past month. Unger and colleagues administered a written questionnaire on tobacco related attitudes and behaviour to a representative sample of over 17 000 10th and 12th grade California students during the 1999–2000 school year. Among youth under 18 years old, 2.2% reported attempting to purchase cigarettes on the internet and 0.7% reported that the internet was the source of their last cigarette. Attempted internet purchases were more likely among younger respondents, males, frequent smokers, and respondents reporting lower perceived availability of tobacco products from retail and social sources.

In another study, ninth grade current smokers (n = 1323) in three western New York counties were asked about purchasing cigarettes on the internet in the 2000–2001 school year. A total of 2.3% of current smokers reported ever purchasing cigarettes over the internet, and 1.7% reported purchasing over the internet in the past 30 days. Nearly 9% of current smokers reported that they intended to purchase cigarettes over the internet during the next year. Logistic regression analysis was used to examine predictors of internet purchasing among current smokers. Youth who were refused the sale of cigarettes in the past 30 days were more than three times more likely to purchase cigarettes over the internet than youth who successfully bought cigarettes in the past month. The authors concluded that stronger enforcement of minors' access laws at the retail level might contribute to some youth turning to the internet as a source of cigarettes.

The findings for these three studies are similar. Although internet cigarette vendors appear to take lax precautions to avoid selling to youth, few middle school or high school students reported purchasing cigarettes on the internet in the time period from 1999 to 2001. The small proportion of youth who did report purchasing online reported greater difficulty in obtaining cigarettes from retail outlets, suggesting that more youth might purchase on the internet if retail access were sufficiently restricted. The fact that relatively few youth reported buying cigarettes online is not surprising. First, retail access of tobacco to youth has still not been restricted to the point that they need to turn to the internet. Even in states and communities where a small fraction of stores in a community sell to minors, adolescent smokers are generally well informed about which stores and clerks will sell to them. A second reason is that adolescents are “cash poor” and they generally do not purchase by the carton, which is the most common way cigarettes are sold on the internet. In the study of 88 internet cigarette vendors, only five sites (4.6%) allowed purchase by the carton. A one carton minimum was required by 42.2% of vendors, two cartons by 5.7%, three cartons by 14.9%, four cartons by 10.3%, and five cartons by 24.1%. The high minimum order requirements are a substantial deterrent to most youth who purchase cigarettes for their own consumption. However, these minimum price requirements would probably not deter the small number of entrepreneurial youth who purchase on the internet with intentions of selling to friends and other underage smokers at school. Another barrier of online buying for youth is the extra hassle associated with buying online versus at a local store. Youth must choose a payment method (get a money order, obtain a credit card), evade parental detection of the delivery, and wait for the cigarettes to arrive sometime over the following week. Although these barriers will discourage many youth from purchasing cigarettes on the internet, continued monitoring of the cigarette acquisition habits of youth is warranted. Regardless, efforts should also be made to pass policies that restrict youth access to tobacco on the internet before it becomes a larger problem.

**Policy and enforcement to prevent youth access on the internet**

Over the past decade, substantial efforts have been made to prevent youth access to tobacco products from retail outlets. All states have passed laws mandating that customers must be at least age 18 to purchase tobacco products, and nearly all states require in-person photographic age verification at stores. There is enforcement of youth access laws at retail outlets by local and state authorities. However, attempts to restrict youth access to tobacco on the internet are primitive.
There are no federal laws in place that make it illegal for websites to sell cigarettes to children. Several individual states have prohibited internet and mail order deliveries of cigarettes to minors, including California (AB 1830), Rhode Island (General Laws 11-9-13.6), and Nevada (NRS 202 Sec. 24935). Several state attorneys general have conducted their own sting operations and are using existing youth access and consumer protection laws to crack down on online sales to minors.12 14 16 17

Compliance checks of internet vendors will require the development of new enforcement methods to identify websites that sell cigarettes and to bring legal action against those who sell to minors. There is no licensing of internet vendors, so enforcement officials must first identify potential vendors. This can be facilitated by gateway sites, such as www.discountcigarettes.net that lists over 100 internet vendors in one place. Searching can also be done using multiple search engines and keywords, as described earlier.7 Determining whether a vendor sells to minors is not instantaneous as it is in the retail setting. Instead, deliveries may occur weeks after ordering, which creates logistical difficulties if it is essential for a minor to be present at the time of delivery. Protocols for handling deliveries left at the doorstep by the mail carrier and whether that constitutes sales to a minor need to be established. Enforcement agencies need to budget substantially more money to purchase from websites compared to having minors purchase single packs at stores. Whereas a successful purchase of a pack of Marlboro will cost $4–6 at most retail outlets, it will cost over $25 per carton from internet vendors. In fact, it will cost over $100 from internet vendors that have a five carton (50 packs) minimum purchase requirement. In addition, citing online merchants is also more difficult than citing retail merchants because many online merchants do not post their physical street address on their website. If they are fined and refuse to pay, they can set up a new website address for less than $80 per year. Finally, individual states may have difficulties enforcing their state regulations against non-compliant out-of-state vendors, which underscores the need for federal youth access regulation addressing internet sales.

Several attempts to regulate internet tobacco sales at the federal level have been made, but none have been successful to date. In 1995, the Food and Drug Administration proposed to regulate mail order and internet sales of cigarettes, but in their final regulations they withdrew this policy citing that there was little published scientific evidence on the scope of the problem of youth access to tobacco via the internet.18 Regardless, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authority on tobacco products was overturned by the US Supreme Court in March 2000. On 22 September 1999, Congressmen Martin Meehan (D-MA) proposed federal legislation to prevent illegal tobacco sales to minors on the internet as part of the Tobacco Free internet for Kids Act (H.R. 2914). This legislation has stalled in committee, as there are several more recent bills that he has introduced, including the most recent one from November 2002 entitled The Tobacco Free internet for Kids Act of 2002 (H.R. 5724). If this legislation is passed, research is needed to examine its impact on the advertised and actual sales practices of internet tobacco vendors and whether it reduces youth access to tobacco. A strong enforcement mechanism needs to accompany any merchant education efforts because education coupled with enforcement has had the largest impact on reducing tobacco sales to minors at retail outlets.12 14 16 17

SMOKING CULTURE AND LIFESTYLE SITES ON THE INTERNET

To address the role of the internet in promoting adolescent tobacco and alcohol use, the CME examined whether tobacco and alcohol related websites targeted young people using cartoons, personalities, language, music, or branded merchandise that are popular in youth culture.15 16 The CME reported that while the alcohol companies were clearly targeting youth on the internet with cartoons and interactive games, tobacco company sites had limited branding that appealed to youth. In their 1998 analysis of 66 websites promoting tobacco use,7 the CME found that none were dedicated to national tobacco brands, and only a few were corporate sites. The corporate sites of cigarette companies did not advertise their brands or employ marketing techniques that might appeal to children. Rather, the corporate sites provided background information on the company, had a serious tone, and highlighted the company’s efforts to prevent youth smoking.

The CME concluded that the sites with the greatest youth appeal are not corporate sites, but those devoted to smoking culture and lifestyle. These sites featured pictures of celebrities smoking, smoking tips, and chat rooms or discussion boards for building a pro-smoking community. Some sites warned users that they must be at least 18 to view their contents, but any child willing to lie about his or her age would have been able to access them. The CME also noted that several smoking culture and lifestyle sites provided links to pornographic websites, and some featured photographs and “smoking fetish” videos of clothed and unclothed women smoking.

One recent study examined smoking culture and lifestyle web sites listed on Yahoo!, a popular internet search catalogue.17 The purpose was to determine whether websites were easily accessible to youth, featured age or health warnings, and mentioned specific tobacco brands. A content analysis of photographs on these sites assessed the demographics of individuals depicted and the amount of smoking and nudity in the photographs. The sample included 30 websites and all photographs on the main page or “one click” from the main page (n = 1689 photographs). All of the websites were accessible to youth, and none required age verification services to enter them. Cigarette brand names were mentioned in writing on 35% of sites and featured in images (for example, a cigarette pack or advertisement) were present on 24% of sites. Only four of the 30 sites contained cartoons, and these depicted Joe Camel or The Simpsons. Five of the 30 sites mentioned “smoking fetishes” and generally featured pictures of clothed and unclothed women smoking and/or sold videos of women smoking. Stories about smoking were featured on over a third of sites. The Smoke Signals site (www.smokesiggs.com) offered one of the most comprehensive archives of stories written about smoking. The site categorised the stories by the year they were written, as well as by the major story themes. Sample story titles included “Male gets girlfriend to smoke”, “Smoking couple”, “Young girl starts smoking”, “Mother gets daughter to smoke”, or “Had quit smoking but started again”. Story titles included “Smoky Beginnings for a Virgin”, “Like Mother, Like Daughter”, and “Daria’s Smoking Apprenticeship”. Nearly all of the photographs (95%) on these 30 websites depicted smoking, 92% featured one or more women, and 7% contained partial or full nudity. Every photograph that depicted nudity also featured smoking.

They conducted a larger content analysis study of 318 pro-tobacco websites that were identified through two internet search engines (Google and Infoseek), and a search catalogue (Yahoo!). They also coded the photographs on the sites to examine the characteristics of the human models. They reasoned that if they were similar to existing print tobacco advertisements, that white males would be portrayed as lone, rugged individuals, African Americans would be portrayed engaging in social activities, and “there would be a preponderance of young, attractive, thin females of all ethnic backgrounds” (page 9). Of their sample of 318 sites, 50.0% were commerce sites, 18.6% were hobby/recreation sites, 14.5% were sex/fetish sites, 8.8% were “other”, 5.7% were corporate sites, and 2.5% were smokers’ rights sites. The hobby/recreation sites included references to sports (such as

www.tobaccocontrol.com
NASCAR) and the entertainment industry (such as pictures of famous actresses smoking). Depictions of tobacco products appeared on 74.8% of sites, with cigarettes appearing most often (43.2%), followed by cigars (34.3%), pipe tobacco (14.8%), snuff (3%), and chew (4.7%). Only 3.5% of sites featured a cartoon character, such as Joe Camel, and 22.6% featured an animal character. Human models appeared on 56.3% of sites and were least likely to appear on e-commerce sites. Male models appeared most often on corporate, smokers’ rights, and recreation sites. Female models appeared most often on sex/fetish sites, and these sites also featured the highest proportion of attractive and slim female models. The authors concluded that the portrayal of male models on recreation sites was consistent with their portrayal as rugged individuals in cigarette advertisements, and that the portrayal of beautiful slim women was also similar to the portrayal of women in print cigarette ads. The majority of the images were of white individuals, which they concluded was unlike cigarette ads that feature greater racial and ethnic diversity.

The results of these two studies underscore the need for greater research and monitoring of smoking related internet content by tobacco control advocates and for the development of new strategies to counteract the glamorisation and promotion of smoking on the internet. Research is also needed to understand whether youth are seeking out this content and what impact it has upon those youth who view it. A study of 15–16 year olds in England is one of the only published studies that has examined youth exposure to internet sites for cigarettes or smoking. Far fewer respondents in that study were aware of internet content when compared with more traditional tobacco marketing appearing in magazines, retail outlets, or billboards. Exposure to smoking related internet sites was reported by 4% of non-smokers and current smokers, as well as by 8% of those who had ever tried smoking. The type of the website (internet cigarette vendor, recreation, smoking glamour) that the youth viewed was not specified. It will be helpful to conduct more detailed studies of youth exposure to tobacco related internet content in the future and to understand the impact of this exposure.

Cigarette advertising serves to increase youth perceptions of the pervasiveness, image, and function of smoking, which have been related to increased uptake and maintenance of smoking among adolescents. Obviously, these smoking culture and lifestyle websites are not advertisements; however, they may share some of the same functions of advertising by glamorising and promoting smoking. Thus, these websites may encourage youth tobacco use even without the advertising of specific brands. Even if the tobacco companies continue to avoid placing advertising on their corporate websites, their marketing efforts may benefit from a cadre of smoking enthusiasts who promote their favourite brands through images and stories on the internet.

**Smoking related movie and entertainment websites**

Given the growing literature on portrayals of smoking in movies and its impact on promoting the uptake of youth smoking, the promotion of smoking in the movies on the internet is particularly disturbing. There is a comprehensive list of famous celebrity smokers that appears on the pro- and anti-smoking portal Smoking from All Sides (http://smokingsides.com). The site provides detailed information on female celebrities, and documents whether they smoke in movies and “IRL” (in real life). The massive list features smoking information on hundreds of female celebrities from A (for example, Aaliyah, Christina Aguilera, Jessica Alba) to Z (for example, Moon Zappa, Renee Zellweger, Catherine Zeta-Jones). The amount and quality of smoking in movies featuring these actresses is reviewed in painstaking detail, and the movie titles feature smoking related notations, such as C “cigarette”, G “cIGar”, M “More (brand) cigarettes”, and ND “no drag, holding or unlit”. Movies rated “*” are highly rated because they feature “many smoking scenes” and movies with “**” are considered “smoking classics” — lots of scenes and drags, gorgeous actresses.

For instance, the entry for actress Alicia Silverstone mentions that she appeared in popular teen movies such as Clueless, The Crush, and Excess Baggage. There are excerpts from online chats and TV interviews where she discusses whether her smoking in these movies is sending the wrong message to her teen viewers. There are quotes given as “proof” that she smokes in real life, such as a quote from fellow actress Kate Winslet talking about her at the Golden Globes: “We ended up sneaking off to the rest room for a quick cigarette.” The quote is even backed up with a reference “Cosmopolitan Magazine, Oct. ’96, p. 184”. There are also hundreds of photos depicting the various actresses smoking that have been culled from movie stills and magazine interviews.

The website www.smokingscelebs.com lists the top 25 smoking movies. The movie Grease made the list because “This movie made smoking a focal point of being sexy”. In Risky Business, actress “Rebecca DeMornay definitely knows how to smoke”. In Strange Days, “Juliette Lewis is very sexy smoking here, with smoke rings and one nude smoking scene”. Finally, Basic Instinct makes the cut because of the infamous scene with Sharon Stone where she says, “What are they going to do, arrest me for smoking?”. Smoking Celebs even has a “Teen Celeb Index” for “females who are smoking as teenagers”—it can be found at http://www.smokingscelebs.com/teenceleb.html. The site dedicated to smoking by celebrities is complemented by online clubs, such as the Yahoo! club “Smoking_Girls_in_Movies” or the newsgroup alt.smokers.glamour.

**Teen smoking web pages and clubs**

A number of teen smoking pages have been launched that claim to have been created by teens. One of the first such sites was the Jenny Teen Smoking Page, a website that was ostensibly created by a teen girl in San Francisco. The site is now defunct, but was quite popular when it was active in 1998 and 1999, and is still referenced in newsgroups today. The front page of the website mentions that Jenny, the site creator, was a 17 year old girl who had been smoking since age 13. She began smoking when she was told it would make her look sexier. Her reason for developing this website was “because I think smoking is sexy and I hate all the anti-smoking bullshit I get”. Stories supposedly written by other teens were solicited for this site. Stories were often personal accounts of smoking or short stories that described topics ranging from initiation of smoking, standing up for smokers’ rights, and how smoking helps attract potential boyfriends. Below are some of the verbatim quotes from stories featured on the Jenny teen smoking website:

“My sister, Kris, is fourteen. We’re real close, and she has always been so nice to me. Kristie decided to start smoking when she was barely thirteen. You can’t imagine how proud I was of her the first time I watched her smoke a cigarette! It was like she became a grown-up overnight.”

“My sister is so beautiful, and smoking really called attention to her gorgeous face. And she has such long, beautiful, slender fingers. Kristie looked so sexy with a cigarette between her fingers, and smoke drifting up from the tip.”

“I would look thru my mom’s magazines for ads or for other pictures of pretty women smoking . . . I wanted to be just like them so pretty and smoking.”
"He said, "I've got to say, boys are going to be paying a lot of attention to you from now on. You're beautiful, and you smoke!"

"I honestly believe that every girl in America should smoke cigarettes. More and more girls are realizing that that's true, and they are smoking at younger and younger ages . . . Every day in America, more than 1,600 teenage girls smoke their first cigarettes. That's 600,000 new teenage girl smokers every year. Isn't that cool?"

"Cigarettes are inexpensive and easy to get, and it's easy to learn how to smoke. For the price of a candy bar, a girl can smoke seven or eight cigarettes, feel really good, and not get fat."

Obviously, the portrayals of smoking featured on this website glamorised smoking and touted the "benefits" of smoking to help young girls stay thin, attract the attention of boys, and appear grown up. If viewed by large numbers of teenage girls, this content could potentially have a profound impact on their smoking behaviour. How teens interpret the content needs to be investigated. Do girls believe that this was written by and for other teen girls? Do they believe the outrageous claims made about the benefits of smoking? The website home page mentioned that there is "controversy" about whether this website was created by tobacco companies. Many of the themes mentioned in these stories are similar to those featured in cigarette company advertising; however, efforts to link this website to the tobacco industry have proved fruitless.

A large number of similar websites and teen smoking clubs exist. There is the Teen Smokers Home Page (http://members.tripod.com/teensmokers/) described as a place for "teen smokers to hang out". Viewers can see pictures of male and female teens smoking and participate in online polls or message boards. The website D.R. Hume's World of Smoking Glamour even has an online tutorial on "How to start smoking: a guide for women" (http://www.geocities.com/NapaValley/5097/how.html). Entries on the "course syllabus" include "Choosing your brand", "Setting the mood", and "Your first full day as a smoker." Figure 4 shows the Yahoo! Club called Teen Smokers Advice that offers "friendly advice for teens that smoke cigarettes". Other Yahoo! clubs include badteen-girls-smokingden (1467 members) that tells viewers: "if u are a bad girl, u like smoking at school behind the bike sheds, in the toilets etc., and being really bad – bunking off, bullying and going on the rob join my girl gang. . . it's cool to be bad." A similar club, Bad. Teen. Girls, is for the "girl who loves bullying, stealing, smoking where prohibited, getting drunk, or doing any other bad thing that's rule-breaking, then you're at the right place". The club Smoking Beauties for the "beautiful smoking women lovers (Only Cigarettes), no old, fat & ugly {sic} women, no fakes, just beautiful ones !!!!!!!! Just the CREAM !!!!!!!!"

The internet has created a new virtual world that is readily accessible to youth where smoking is the norm, scores of attractive movie stars are lighting up, virtual teen smoking clubs abound, and detailed stories instruct would-be smokers on the finer points of smoking. For youth who smoke or are curious about the habit, this virtual world may provide a welcome refuge from the real world where parents and health officials frown upon smoking and rules hinder underage youth from buying cigarettes or from smoking them on school grounds. Unfortunately, counteracting the pro-smoking environment on the internet is in its infancy. In fact, there has been almost no attention focused on countering the smoking lifestyle and culture sites previously described. Rather, most of the internet based grassroots advocacy and countermarketing efforts described in the next section have focused primarily on traditional tobacco control strategies that have been adapted for and delivered via the internet.

GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY AND COUNTERMARKETING ON THE INTERNET www.DontPardonBigTobacco.org

The Campaign for Tobacco Free Kids (Campaign) launched an innovative online petition campaign to put political pressure on the Bush Administration to continue the US Department of Justice Lawsuit against the major tobacco companies. The Campaign established a "microsite" on this topic with the URL of www.DontPardonBigTobacco.org. The goals of this effort were to generate enough citizen pressure to force the administration into adequately funding the lawsuit and to build a
base of e-activists who could take political action in the future. The website allows visitors to sign up and send a free postcard to the Bush Administration and to send a message to their friends about the site. In the first six months, this campaign generated over 30 000 faxes to President Bush. This effort, along with the offline efforts of the Campaign and other groups, may have contributed to the Bush Administration support of the lawsuit against the tobacco companies.

By capturing information on the address of visitors to the site, the Campaign was able to build a large database of e-activists. Moreover, it could target information to individuals in particular states. For instance, information on special campaigns for Florida and Ohio were sent to individuals from those states. The Campaign continues to build its lists through paid banner advertising and partnerships with other internet sites. It also keeps in regular contact via email with individuals who have participated in one of its online advocacy efforts. Technically speaking, this excellent example of online grassroots advocacy goes well beyond addressing youth tobacco use, the stated focus of this paper. This example was chosen because of its applicability to youth tobacco issues, and because of the paucity of other examples of online advocacy in the scientific literature.

The American Legacy Foundation is using multiple marketing strategies to promote its teen focused website www.thetruth.com. The website address or URL is advertised in traditional offline media channels such as television spots, tie-ins with radio stations, printed materials, and magazine advertising (for example, Spin, Seventeen, Skateboarder) and at events held at malls, rock concerts, and water parks. The site also features superstitial advertisements on websites popular among teens such as www.gurl.com, www.holt.com, and www.wwf.com. Superstitial advertisements load behind the window of the main site and, once loaded, they pop up as a full page for the viewer. Over 10% of viewers have visited the truth site through one of these Superstitial ads (Scott Dubow, personal communication, 9 January 2001). Rather than spending a lot of energy and resources trying to draw teens to the site, the American Legacy Foundation has carefully partnered with sites that are already popular among their target audience of teens. Gurl.com, for instance, receives over 60 million page views per month and has over 80 000 unique viewers per month, who spend an average of 43 minutes on the site per session. These are impressive statistics compared to the worldwide average for June 2002 of about 47 seconds per web pageview according to Nielsen (http://www.nielsen-netratings.com/hot_off_the_net.jsp).

Another internet marketing approach used by the corporate world that could be employed for internet social marketing is viral marketing, which aims to promote the rapid adoption of a product or service through word-of-mouth networks. The term “viral” is used to denote that the message spreads contagiously from person to person. For instance, rather than solely creating an acne website, Johnson & Johnson established a presence in online teen communities by allowing girls to send each other digital postcards offering free skin analyses and product samples. These friend-to-friend referrals allowed the message to multiply exponentially with little added cost. The key is to find something of interest to teens that they would like to share with their online friends. Thetruth.com features a provocative digital postcard with a urinal that reads “YOUR PEE CONTAINS UREA. Thanks to the tobacco companies, so do cigarettes. Enjoy”. There is a link at the bottom so teens can send the email postcard to a friend. Many teens enjoy viewing the content of such sites and will pass along information about interesting websites to their friends. The number of times that teens send each other these digital postcards should be addressed as part of a broader evaluation of the impact the impact the truth.com website.

There are many unique challenges to tobacco control on the internet, and four of these are described below.

**Monitoring abundant and hidden content**

In late 1997, there were approximately 320 million web pages. In 1999, there were approximately 800 million web pages. As of 1 February 2003, the search engine Google indexed over three billion web pages. With so much available content, it is difficult for researchers, tobacco control advocates, and parents to keep abreast of what is online. Tobacco control advocates have generally responded quickly to address the readily visible factors that promote youth smoking in the print media and movies. For example, parents and other adults took notice when they and their children were bombarded with images of Joe Camel, frequent smoking in movies, or ubiquitous ads on billboards. However, internet content can easily reach particular audiences, such as teenagers, without being seen by parents and other adults. Because this pro-smoking internet content does not bombard most adults in the way that cigarette advertising had in the past, many tobacco control researchers and advocates are completely unaware of how smoking is being glamorised on the internet. Monitoring trends in how smoking and tobacco use is portrayed online will be essential, and strategies for addressing it will need to be communicated with tobacco control advocates.

**The challenge of “sticky” content**

Another challenge is that websites and chat rooms are far more interactive than the venues in which cigarettes have traditionally been promoted, such as print advertising. That is, a viewer would probably spend far more time browsing and interacting with a pro-smoking website than viewing a static cigarette advertisement in a magazine. As a result, website viewers might receive a greater “dose” of pro-smoking content. Thus, prevention advocates must develop effective counteradvertising, which is equally engaging and goes well beyond placing traditional smoking prevention curricula online.

**Filtering and blocking**

For those who put faith in technological solutions such as filtering and blocking programs, the CME concluded in 1999 that they failed to screen out website content that promotes alcohol and tobacco use. A more recent test of four programs that explicitly included tobacco as a category for blocking found that they blocked an average of only 33.9% of pro-tobacco websites (range 10.1–65.0%). Studies of households with internet access show that most parents of children between 11–15 years old say they allow their kids to go online whenever they want, and only 5% of parents with children 16 and older say they do any monitoring of the kids’ online activities. Furthermore, one study found that only 20% of parents use filtering and blocking software. Until filtering and blocking software programs are more effective and widely adopted by parents, their utility for counteracting websites promoting tobacco use will be limited.

**Regulating the internet**

Although an early version of the Master Settlement Agreement between the tobacco companies and the state attorneys general would have regulated internet content, the final version made no provisions regarding the internet. That said, it is notoriously difficult to regulate the internet. The United States Internet Council has noted that most approaches to regulating inappropriate internet content have generally failed because:
Control.

proposed in the Global Framework Convention on Tobacco that transcends the laws of individual countries, such as that related to tobacco to help guide appropriate policy options. In the US courts ruled that internet tobacco advertising is prohibited, there is a loophole. Tobacco companies with overseas subsidiaries can create websites in other countries without many regulations before they are fully promulgated; its international scope enables regulated parties who wish to avoid regulation to move off-shore easily; its enormous content, and effective anonymity, makes effective policing difficult.” (page 21)

Aside from the logistical difficulties, there is also some ambiguity as to which government agencies would have jurisdiction over tobacco related content on the internet (for example, Federal Communications Commission, Federal Trade Commission, or FDA) and whether cigarette advertising that is banned in broadcast media, such as television and radio, would also be prohibited on the internet. However, even if US courts ruled that internet tobacco advertising is prohibited, there is a loophole. Tobacco companies with overseas subsidiaries can create websites in other countries without such regulations and these sites would still be accessible to US consumers. This underscores the need for global regulation that transcends the laws of individual countries, such as that proposed in the Global Framework Convention on Tobacco Control.

As mentioned earlier, cigarette advertising and content that promotes smoking often appear on the web pages of individuals who claim not to be affiliated with tobacco companies. For instance, there is a website featuring hundreds of fake cigarette ads for a fictitious brand called Foxy cigarettes (http://www.fortunecity.com/victorian/portrait/1202/index.htm). Many of the ads feature scantily clad women and a few even feature nudity. A typical caption reads: “Foxy Slim 100’s: The same tar, yet double the nicotine for the absolute maximum in smoking pleasure!” This example clearly points out one of the major challenges with the internet. Rather than trying to monitor the activities of fewer than a dozen major tobacco companies, there are hundreds, if not thousands of websites promoting tobacco use. Some are even touting cigarette brands that do not exist. Thus, regulation aimed solely at curtailing cigarette advertising on tobacco company websites would not effectively reduce youth exposure to pro-smoking content on the internet. Banning smoking lifestyle and culture websites, which would suggest that little should be done to counter these sites. In contrast, the impact of viewing these sites youth are ever exposed to smoking lifestyle and culture websites, such as www.forces.org, and tobacco company websites that should also be studied.

Very little research has been conducted on tobacco use prevention and control websites. Moreover, tobacco control advocates’ use of electronic resources (for example, GLOBALink, SCARNet) certainly deserves study. Process measures, such as message traffic, can be readily studied, although it is unlikely that their overall “efficacy can be precisely estimated” (page 404). Altogether, this line of research will help tobacco control advocates and researchers understand the nature of communication that occurs in these electronic environments.

The second step in the research agenda is to examine the extent to which youth are exposed to tobacco related content on the internet. As mentioned earlier, there are very few studies on this topic. One study examined youth exposure to tobacco related content on the internet. Three studies have examined whether youth have purchased cigarettes on the internet, and included questions about tobacco content that promotes, as well as discourages, youth tobacco use. Several content analysis studies have already been conducted of cigar websites, internet cigarette vendors, smoking lifestyle and culture websites, and pro-tobacco websites. Longitudinal studies are needed to continue to monitor the proliferation of these pro-tobacco websites. Future studies should also expand on these early studies by examining content and communication occurring in chat rooms, electronic lists, and internet newsgroups for teen smokers, similar to studies on communication within internet based groups for problem drinkers, parents of sick children, and even librarians. In addition, there are dozens of smokers’ rights websites, such as www.forces.org, and tobacco company websites that should also be studied.

RESEARCH AGENDA
Availability and impact of tobacco related content
Research on understanding tobacco related internet content is still in its infancy. A proposed research agenda for understanding how the internet affects youth tobacco use is shown in fig 5. The first step is to understand better the nature of tobacco related internet content that is available. This refers to content that promotes, as well as discourages, youth tobacco use. Several content analysis studies have already been conducted of cigar websites, internet cigarette vendors, smoking lifestyle and culture websites, and pro-tobacco websites. Longitudinal studies are needed to continue to monitor the proliferation of these pro-tobacco websites. Future studies should also expand on these early studies by examining content and communication occurring in chat rooms, electronic lists, and internet newsgroups for teen smokers, similar to studies on communication within internet based groups for problem drinkers, parents of sick children, and even librarians. In addition, there are dozens of smokers’ rights websites, such as www.forces.org, and tobacco company websites that should also be studied.

Very little research has been conducted on tobacco use prevention and control websites. Moreover, tobacco control advocates’ use of electronic resources (for example, GLOBALink, SCARNet) certainly deserves study. Process measures, such as message traffic, can be readily studied, although it is unlikely that their overall “efficacy can be precisely estimated” (page 404). Altogether, this line of research will help tobacco control advocates and researchers understand the nature of communication that occurs in these electronic environments.

The second step in the research agenda is to examine the extent to which youth are exposed to tobacco related content on the internet. As mentioned earlier, there are very few studies on this topic. One study examined youth exposure to tobacco related content on the internet. Three studies have examined whether youth have purchased cigarettes on the internet, and included questions about tobacco content that promotes, as well as discourages, youth tobacco use. Several content analysis studies have already been conducted of cigar websites, internet cigarette vendors, smoking lifestyle and culture websites, and pro-tobacco websites. Longitudinal studies are needed to continue to monitor the proliferation of these pro-tobacco websites. Future studies should also expand on these early studies by examining content and communication occurring in chat rooms, electronic lists, and internet newsgroups for teen smokers, similar to studies on communication within internet based groups for problem drinkers, parents of sick children, and even librarians. In addition, there are dozens of smokers’ rights websites, such as www.forces.org, and tobacco company websites that should also be studied.
the internet as a health resource. A study of how teens and young adults (ages 15–24) use the internet to search for health information. The leading health-related use of the internet was for information on chronic diseases like cancer or diabetes (30% of online youth) and sexual health information (44%). Information on smoking was sought by 19% of teens. This suggests that youth would be receptive to content related to tobacco control.

Very little research has been conducted on the final two steps of the proposed research agenda. Little is known about the actual impact the internet is having upon encouraging or discouraging youth smoking. This can be understood in part by conducting controlled laboratory studies, survey research, and aggregating the findings of multiple studies on these topics. The last step is to synthesise the findings on uses and impact of the internet to develop and evaluate state-of-the-art interventions. The last step is to synthesise the findings on uses and impact of the internet to develop and evaluate state-of-the-art tobacco control efforts. Surprisingly, there are virtually no published studies that have evaluated the impact of theory-based, internet-delivered tobacco use prevention programmes for youth. There is a strong need to develop such interventions, and to adapt existing programmes for an online environment.

Alternatively, it appears that the existing literature is starting to answer the question posed in step 1 about what content is available. A useful comparison might be to examine the state of the literature on tobacco use in movies. Several studies have focused on portrayals of tobacco use in films, whether youth have been exposed to the content, and how it is related to their tobacco use. Understanding how tobacco-related internet content is similar to and different from portrayals of tobacco use in movies seems warranted. Certainly far more youth are exposed to depictions of tobacco use in movies than on the internet, but the impact of the internet is growing and youth are spending more time online each year.

**Monitoring tobacco companies online**

Another area needing further study is how tobacco companies are using the internet. Tobacco companies have dominated all media (for example, radio, television, magazines, point-of-sale, motion pictures) in the past and will likely turn their attention to the internet. It will be necessary to study both the overt and the covert activities of the tobacco industry. According to the Federal Trade Commission reports on tobacco marketing and promotional expenditures, the tobacco companies spent $949 000 on the internet in 2000. This is a minuscule fraction of their $9.57 billion in total advertising and marketing spending for 2000. Little is known about how this money was spent. For instance, was it spent on the development and maintenance of their corporate websites or on email outreach to smokers in their online databases? Tobacco control advocates should critically evaluate the content and claims on the websites of the major tobacco companies. None of the major US tobacco manufacturers feature advertising or promotional materials on their corporate websites; however, the German company Reemtsma has a website (www.reemtsma.com) that promotes their brands such as West, Davidoff, and R1 (fig 6). US based RJ Reynolds recently created an online community for smokers of its Doral brand at www.smokerswelcome.com. The website describes itself as “The One and Only Online Community By and For Smokers,” RJ Reynolds is supporting the effort through reduced prices on a computer and internet access for smokers (see www.eCRMguide.com/news/article/0,,10382_946491,00.html). Continued efforts to monitor these activities are needed.

In addition to tracking the overt activities of the industry, advocates must also follow the covert activities of tobacco companies. British American Tobacco (BAT) apparently spent several million dollars to build a website code named Horea aimed at young people worldwide. The aim was to promote Lucky Strike and State Express 555 to young smokers who are looking for bars, clubs, and restaurants. These establishments sold, gave away, and aggressively promoted the brands. A prototype website named City Gorilla had been tested in Poland and Belgium. According to a leaked internal memo, the goal was to attract over 600 000 unique visitors to the site. A countermarketing site that exposed this issue was established at www.citygorilla.org by Action on Smoking and Health. Brown and Williamson, an American subsidiary of BAT, launched a similar stealth campaign in the USA for its Lucky Strike brand as part of its “Circuit Breaker” and “Lucky Nights” campaign. This and other examples underscore the need for advocates to remain vigilant. In addition, it may be fruitful to examine tobacco industry documents, especially the more recent ones that are being added to archives, to understand how the tobacco companies are planning to utilise the internet.
CONCLUSION

The internet presents many new opportunities and challenges for tobacco control advocates. Understanding the impact of the internet on affecting young people's smoking is in its infancy, as efforts to use the internet to prevent smoking. This review paper raises more questions than it answers, but hopefully it will stimulate a dialogue on efforts to study and counteract burgeoning pro-smoking content on the internet.
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